A few lines pattern matching algorithm is obtained by using the correctness proof of programs as a tool to the design of efficient algorithms. The new algorithm is obtained from a brute force algorithm by three refinement steps. The first step leads to the algorithm of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt that performs 2n character comparisons in the worst case and (1 + a)n comparisons in the average case (O~ag0.5).
INTRODUCTION
It is a widely accepted opinion that program correctness and program efficiency should be considered as two unrelated aspects of the program development process (Alagic and Arbib, 1978; Dijkstra, 1976) . However, in our experience on formal verification of programs using the Hoare axiomatic semantics (Alagic and Arbib, 1978; DeBakker, 1980; Hoare and Wirth, 1973) , we noted many times that a careful analysis of program correctness proofs can indeed lead to gains in efficiency and we hope that this paper gives some evidence of this. Indeed, we use the correctness proof of programs as a tool to stepwise reline a brute force algorithm for the pattern matching problem "Givenapatternw=w,w,...w,_,andatextf=f,f,...f,_,, test if there is a match of the pattern into the text and, if such a match exists, give the first position in f where the match occurs"
until we obtain a very efficient algorithm that performs 1.5n character comparisons in the worst case and is sublinear on a random text for all pattern. 225
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Moreover, a slightly modified version of the algorithm that solves the problem of finding all occurences of the pattern in the text is given. We obtain such an algorithm starting from a simple but inefficient naive algorithm and then repeatedly improving it by applying the following strategy:
-write down a formal correctness proof of the algorithm (also in cases where the correctness is straightforward);
-look for the presence in the algorithm of some "true" null statement (where "true" means that, in its correctness proof P-Q does not hold);
-whenever any such statement is found, perform an analysis of the information this statement throws away;
-use the results of this analysis either to avoid the computational effort required to synthesize the information not used or to exploit that information to lower the subsequent computational effort needed to attain the final result.
To compare the new algothm with the classical algorithms of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt (KMP) (Knuth, Morris, and Pratt, 1977) and of Boyer and Moore (BM) (Boyer and Moore, 1977) we recall that, in worst case, KMP requires 2n character comparisons while in Guibas and Odlyzko (Guibas and Odlyzko, 1980) it is proved that the worst case bound for BM lies between 2n and 4n and it is conjectured that the true bound is 2n. We also recall that, on the average, KMP requires (1 + cr)n character comparisons on a random text, where the coefficient 0 < c1< 0.5 depends on the cardinality of the alphabet and on the relative frequency of the characters, and that BM is sublinear on the average on a random text with better performance the longer the pattern gets. However, BM is superlinear on a random text for some pattern (see note d about the results of the test cases reported in Table I of Section 3 below).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we describe the first refinement step that leads to Algorithm 2, a slightly improved version of the KMP algorithm. Section 2 contains two more refinement steps that lead to the new algorithm (Algorithm 4). Section 2 also contains the proofs of two theorems and of a lemma that are needed to prove that Algorithm 4 and its previous version, Algorithm 3, are indeed correct. Section 3 contains the result of some comparative tests while in Section 4 the preprocessing algorithms are reported. In Section 5 we prove that the worst case time bound of Algorithm 4 is 1.5n + OS(m -1).
DERIVING KMP VIA THE CORRECTNESS PROOF OF A BRUTE FORCE ALGORITHM
The following algorithm is a straightforward solution of the pattern matching problem stated in the introduction: If the text does not contain a match of the pattern then the algorithm terminates with false as the value of the boolean variable match, otherwise it terminates with match = true and in such a case the integer variable b holds the first position where the pattern matches the text. This algorithm is so simple that a formal verification of its correctness is hardly required. However, we develop such a verification anyway.
To improve the readability of the correctness proof we use Mch(b) as an abbreviation for the assertion "the pattern matches the text in position b," NMchU(b) as an abbreviation for the assertion "the pattern does not match the text up to position b," and Eq(b, i) as an abbreviation for the assertion "the first i characters of the pattern match the text starting at position b." Formally, Observe that, in Algorithm 1, the assertion (a) implies the assertion (b)
because from NMchU(b -1) and Eq(b, i) and fb + i # wi we can deduce NMchU(b), but the converse does not hold. So, if we recall that, in Hoare axiomatic semantics, the proof rule of the null statement is we can say that between (a) and (b) there is a "true" null statement (where true means that PE Q does not hold). The net effect of a true null statement is some loss of information.
So, in order to improve the poor efficiency of Algorithm 1 (worst case m(n -m) character comparisons, see Fig. l) , it seems natural that we should try either to avoid the elaboration of the unused information or to use it to avoid some subsequent elaboration.
Since it seems to be impacticable to avoid the elaboration of the unused information, we try to use it. To do so we observe that from (a) we know that fb+i#~i and that fb+k...fb+i--l=~k...~i~,, for any k,O<k<i. Thus, in order for the pattern to match the text in position b + k, it is necessary that w~...w~~~=w~...w~-~-~ and that wi#wiek. Perhaps, the best way to understand such a necessary condition is in terms of periodicities. We say that a string is k periodic when any two characters in the string that are k places away are equal. Observe that such a definition can apply also when k is 0 and when k is equal to the length of the string. Since two characters of a string that are 0 places away are obviously the same character, every string is 0 periodic and since in a string of length m there do not exist any two characters that are m places away, every string of length m is m periodic. Now, wk . . . wi-, = wO.. . w,+~ ~, means that the string wO.. . wi-, is k periodic while wi # wiAk means that w0 . . . wi does not. Thus, the condition can be expressed as "~1~ . .. wip I is the maximum k periodic prefix of the pattern" and, for all 0 6 k < i < m, we define MaxPP(k, i) as an abbreviation for such an assertion. Formally, MaxPP(k,i) = w~..'u'~-~=w~...w~~~~~ and wi#wipk.
def Then, the necessary condition takes the following form:
LEMMA 1. Assume that Eq(b, i) and fb+ ;# wi for some i, 0 6 i<m. Then, in order for the pattern to match the text in position b + k for any k, 0 Q k < i, it is necessary that MaxPP(k, i) hold. 1 Such a lemma allows us to update more conveniently the position b of the pattern on the text when a mismatch occurs. Indeed, if MaxPP(k, i) does not hold for all k, 0 <k < i, then we can move the pattern from position b to position b + i + 1. Otherwise, let kmin(i) be the minimal k such that MaxPP(k, i) holds. Then we can move the pattern from position b to position b + kmin(i) (observe that, since MaxPP(0, i) is always false, kmin(i) is always greater than 0). Moreover, since w,, ... Cc)
The essential difference between Algorithm 2 and the KMP algorithm is that in KMP, to restart the main loop when a failure has been detected, only the assertion Eq(b, i) is considered while the assertion fb+ i # wi is ignored. Taking account of the assertion fb + i # wi allows us to avoid some subsequent useless comparisons that are done in KMP. However, in the worst case, both Algorithm 2 and the KMP algorithm require 2(n -m) character comparisons (see Fig. 2 ).
Such an improvement of the KMP algorithm is not new. Indeed, it was already known and suggested by Knuth, Morris, and Pratt in their original paper.
However, it is interesting to note the strategy we used to obtain such an improved version of the algorithm since, in the next section, we will repeatedly use the same strategy to obtain a string matching algorithm that will be proved to behave better than KMP.
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS OF THE PATTERN MATCHING ALGORITHM
This section contains two more refinement steps of the algorithm. In the first step we try to avoid the computation of the information that is lost between points (a) and (b) of Algorithm 2. Unfortunately, this cannot be done without the loss of some useful information too. The Algorithm 3 we obtain is faster than Algorithm 2 on the average (due to the saving in the computation of the useless information) but it shows a worst case bound of mn comparisons (due to the loss of useful information).
From the correctness proof of Algorithm 2 we can realize that we do not need all the information given by the assertion Eq(b, i) in (a) to assert that NMchU(b + kmin(i) -1) holds in (b) and that NMchU(b + i) holds in (c). Indeed, as a corollary of the following theorem, it suffices to know that fb+h = wh holds for those positions h such that kmin(h) is defined. Table 1 , where the results of some comparative tests are reported, Algorithm 3 is more effective than Algorithm 2 on the average. In the worst case, instead, Algorithm 3 requires m(n -m) comparisons (e.g., To attain a better performance in the worst case too, we observe, once more, that in Algorithm 3 some information given by the assertion Eqh(b, i-1) is lost (as in Algorithm 1 with the assertion Eq(b, i)). So we use that information to avoid some computation in the next iteration. This is done in two ways. First, since in Algorithm 3 we first test all the hi such that kmin(h,) is defined, we are able to prove (Theorem 2) that we can update b more conveniently in case of a mismatch on an hi such that kmin(hi) is undefined. Second, we prove that, both in the case kmin(hi) undefined (Lemma 2) and in the case kmin(h,) defined (Lemma 3), the index i can be updated more conveniently.
To state Theorem 2 we need a function rmin(i) that, like the function kmin(i), is defined in terms of the periodicities of the pattern. The function rmin(i) is defined as the first positive integer r greater than i such that the pattern is r periodic. Observe that, since the pattern wO.. . w,-, is m periodic, rmin(i) is always defined and i < rmin(i) < m. THEOREM 2. Let the pattern be aligned with the text starting at position b of the text. Assume that fb + ,, = wh for all h, 0 < h cm, such that kmin(h) is defined and that for a given i, 0 < i < m, such that kmin(i) is undefined we have that fb+ i # wi, then Mch(b + k) does not hold for all k between 0 and rmin( i) -1.
Proof: Let k be any integer between 0 and rmin(i) -1. Then one of the following two cases should occur:
(a) there exists h cm, such that MaxPP(k, h) holds. In such a case kmin(h) is defined and so fb+,, = w,,. Then p = h -k is a non-negative integer less than m such that fb +k +p = fb+h = w,, is different from wp = whpk and so Mch(b + k) does not hold; (b) MaxPP(k, h) does not hold for all h, 0~ h cm. In such a case the pattern is k periodic and the minimality of rmin(i) implies that k 6 i. Then p = i-k is a non-negative integer less than m such that f b+k+p = fb+i is different from wp = wipk = wi and so Mch(b + k) does not hold. 1
In order to update more conveniently the index i in the case kmin(h,) undefined, we note that, since h, < ... < hnd, hnd+ 1 > ... > hi> ... > h,, and rmin(hi) > hi, the assertion Eqh(b, i-1) implies that fb+rmin(h,j . . .fb+mp 1 is equal t0 W,,in(h,) ...WMpI and therefore it is equal to w0 . . . w, _ rmin(h,j _, because of the periodicity of the pattern. Let nhd(i, j), for 0 < i < j Q m, be defined as the number of h such that i 6 h < j and kmin(h) is defined. Then, for all indices such that 1~ p < nhd(O, m -rmin(hi)), we have that Wh,=fb+rmin(h,)+hp~ This proves the following: i
To take advantage of the assertion Eqh(b, i -1) when i < nd we observe that, if we shift the pattern kmin(h,) places over itself, then any character w, such that kmin( p) is defined and 0 < p < hi -kmin(h,) will be moved over a character wp + kmin(h,) e q ual to wp and such that kmin(p + kmin(hi)) is defined too.
Perhaps the best way to prove such a property is to prove it as a Corollary of the following Lemma that shows how a periodicity in the pattern reflects into a periodicity of the relation MaxPP(k, i).
LEMMA 3. Let wO . . . wq be r periodic and let k and h be such that l<k<h<q-r.
Then MaxPP(k, h) holds g and only if MaxPP(k + r, h + r) holds.
Proof: Let j be any integer such that k <j Q h. Then wj = wj+ ~ and Let i be such that i < nd and Eqh(b, i-1) holds when the pattern is aligned to the text in position b of the text. Then Eqh(b + kmin(h,), nhd(O, hi -kmin(hi))) holds when the pattern is shifted in position b + kmin(h,).
Proof. Since i < nd, kmin(h,) is defined and the string w0 ... w,,~ I is kmin(h,) periodic. Let hi be such that j< nhd (O, hi-kmin(hJ) . Since MaxPP(kmin(hj), hi) holds and 1~ kmin(hj) < hi < hi -kmin(h,) then MaxPP(kmin(hj) + kmin(h,), hj + kmin(hj)) holds by Lemma 3, and so kmin(hj + kmin(h,)) is defined. Since hi+ kmin(h,) is less than hi and Eqh(b, i-1) holds, the character fb+kminCh,J+h, of the text is equal to the character Wkmin(h,) + h, of the pattern and, since w0 ... wh,-r is kmin(h,) periodic, Wkmin(h,) + h, is equal t0 wh,. Then fh + kmin(h,) + h, = wh, for all bj such thatj6nhd(0,hikmin(h,))andsoEqh(b + kmin(h,),nhd(O,Izkmin(hi))) holds. 1 Let us define the two functions shift(i) and next(i) as follows:
and next(i) = nhd(O, hi -kmin(hi)) + 1 for i<nd, (not match and NMchU(n-m))}.
Observe that Algorithm 4 can be easily modified to find all the occurrences of the pattern in the text. To do so we replace the statement "match := i = m + 1" by the output statement "if i = m + 1 then write(b)". We take out the condition "match" from the exit condition of the repeat statement and we define shift 3. THE RESULT OF SOME TESTS Algorithms 2, 3, and 4, the basic algorithm KMP, and the algorithm BM have been run with some test cases and the ratios c/n between the number c of character comparisons performed and the length n of the text have been reported in Table 1 . In the first 18 test cases, 100 random generated patterns of length m have been tested for a match into a random sequence f of 10,000 characters on a given alphabet of T symbols using all the five algorithms. In the following 12 test cases, the first 10,000 characters of two text files (2x1, which is the text of this paper, and tx2, which is the text of a large Pascal program) have been used as f and the 100 patterns of length m have been extracted from the same text file, starting from the 10,001 th character. In the last 2 test cases, the first 10,000 characters of txl and tx2 have been used as f and the first 100 whole words (including an initial and a final character) that follow the 10,OOOth character have been used as patterns.
To make comparable the results relative to the cases with a low value of m (where the probability of a successful termination is very high) and to the cases with an high value of m (where successful termination is very rare) we chose the sequence f at random between the sequences that do not contain a match of the pattern in the first 18 test cases, and, in the other test cases we forced a mismatch with the last element of the pattern anywhere a match was found. So the results reported in Table 1 are all relative to unsuccessful executions of the algorithms.
In all the cases the average and the maximum value of the ratio c/n relative to the 100 patterns had been reported in Table 1 .
About the results reported in Table 1 , it should be noted that:
(a) In all the test cases Algorithm 2 works better than KMP and Algorithm 4 works better than KMP, Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 3.
(b) In general Algorithm 3 works better than both KMP and Algorithm 2 with a performance that is very close to that of Algorithm 4. There 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.01 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 are, however, some cases where the very poor performance of Algorithm 3 in the worst case (c/n = m) makes it work very badly, even worse than KMP.
(c) The maximum ratio c/n for Algorithm 4 is always less than (and very close to) 1. Observe that in the first 18 test cases, since the text is random and very large, the ratio c/n relative to a single pattern will be a good estimate of the average value of c/n relative to the given pattern. So a maximum ratio less than 1 can suggest that the average value of c/n is less than 1 for all patterns. We conjecture that 1 is a worst case bound of c/n on a random text for all patterns and the fact that the ratio c/n happens to be lower than 1 in all the test cases we have reported in Table 1 (and in all the other cases we have tested) supports this conjecture to some extent.
(d) The ratios c/n for Algorithm 3 and for BM are not always less than 1. So there is some pattern such that the number of comparisons is greater than n on a random text of length II.
(e) The comparison between BM ad Algorithm 4 is very involved. On one side BM works better than Algorithm 4 in the average in all the test cases with a performance which is close to that of Algorithm 4 for short patterns and much better for large patterns. On the other side, the theoretical bound we will prove in Section 5 says (and the experimental data confirm) that the performance of Algorithm 4 is very stable while the lack of goods upper bounds makes BM very unsafe (more unsafe than KMP and Algorithm 2). So Algorithm 4 is superior when the worst case behaviour is of primary importance (real time applications) while BM should be preferred when the stress is on the average behaviour (batch applications).
(f) With respect to the algorithm KMP, Algorithm 4 saves about 45 % of the computer time when T = 2, about 20 % when T = 5, and about 5 % when T= 20. Moreover, the saving is about 6 % on a normal text, which grows to 15 % when we are looking for a whole word and the saving is about 10% on a program text which grows to 20% when we are looking for a whole word.
COMPUTATION OF kmin(h), rmin(h), h(i), shift(i), AND next(i).
The functions kmin(h), rmin(h), h(i), shift(i), and next(i) do not depend on f and so we can compute and store them before the start of the main loop.
The function kmin(h) is defined in terms of the relation MaxPP(k, h). So we compute such a relation first. To do so we observe that MaxPP(0, h) is always false while, for all k such that 1 <k <m, either there exists one and only one value hmax(k) < m such that MaxPP(k, hmax(k)) holds or, otherwise, the pattern is k periodic.
To compute hmax(k) for all k = 1, . . . . m, we start with the following very simple Algorithm 6, where the only trick is the use of a sentinel to avoid the test for the end of the pattern. Observe that in such a way what we really compute is the function hmax(k) for the extended pattern. However, the extension of the pattern does not alter the value that the function hmax(k) takes where it is defined. The extension only makes the function defined with a value of m whenever it was undefined. So hmax(k) = m in the computed function really means that hmax(k) is undefined. Algorithm 6 is not very efficient since it shows a time complexity of O(m*). To improve it we observe, once again, that some information is lost between (a) and (b) when we deduce that MaxPP(k, i) holds. Indeed, since w 0 "'Wj&1 is k periodic, we can exploit the induced periodicity of the relation MaxPP to deduce, for all q such that k + 1 <q < i, that if hmax(q -k) + k < i then MaxPP(q, hmax(q -k) + k) holds, otherwise hmax(q) should be greater or equal to i and so the string w0 . . . wip i is q periodic.
So, in addition to setting hmax[k] := i, we can also set hmax[q] := hmax[q -k] + k for all q greater than k until we reach the first q such that hmax[q-k] + k > i. Observe that, since hmax(i+l-k)+k~i+l-k+k=i+l,thereshouldbeafirstq~i+l such that hmax(q -k) + k > i. Then, to continue the main loop, we reset k to such a q and, since for q Q i we already know that w. . . . wi-i is q periodic, we need to reset i to the new value of k only if k = i + 1.
This leads to the following: end (Vp((l < p <m) = MaxPP(p, hmaxCp1 I)} Every iteration of all the loops of this algorithm increases either i or k (or the auxiliary variable q which is eventually used to update k). Since i = 1 and k = 1 at the start and i < k = m + 1 at the end of the algorithm, a statement of the algorithm cannot be executed more than 2m times. So the time complexity of this algorithm is 0(m).
The (k) 
computation of kmin(h), rmin(h), h(i), shift(i), and next(i) on the basis of hmax

THE WORST CASE BOUND OF ALGORITHM 4
In this section we show that the number of character comparisons Algorithm 4 requires is bounded by 1.5n + 0.5(m -1) in the worst case. To do so we need a better insight into the structure of the relation MaxPP(k, i) and of the related function kmin(i).
We already know (Lemma 3) that if the pattern is p periodic for some p then for all k and h such that 1 <k Q h <m --p the relation MaxPP(k, h) holds if and only if MaxPP(k +p, h +p) holds. So in Fig. 4 , where the structure of MaxPP(k, h) is sketched, the two triangles indicated by A look the same.
We will prove that MaxPP(k, h) cannot hold if k < h -p + 2 and so all the graph of MaxPP(k, h) lies in the strip bounded by the straight lines k = h -p + 2 and k = h. To do so we need a result about the periodicities of a string that is due to Knuth, Morris, and Pratt and reported as Lemma 1 in Knuth, Morris, and Pratt (1977) . We report such a result in Lemma 4 and, since our definition of periodicity of a string is slightly more general than that of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt (and since the proof in Knuth, Morris, and Pratt (1977) seems to contain a bug), we also give the proof. We prove the Lemma by induction on p + q. Indeed, if p + q = 0 then p = 0, q = 0 and gcd( p, q) = 0 and so w0 . . . w, _ i is gcd( p, q) periodic.
Let p+q>O. Ifp=O or p=q then gcd(p,q)=q and so wO...w,,-i is gcd(p, q) periodic. So let us suppose 1 < p < q. In such a case p + (q -p) = q is strictly less than p + q and so we can apply the induction hypothesis to the string w0 ... w,+~-i = wp ... w,,~ I to show that, since gcd(p,q-p)=wVp,q) andp+(q-p)~m-p+gcd(p,q), it is gcd(p,q) periodic. Moreover, since gcd(p, q) = gcd (p, q -p) Proof.
Since MaxPP(k, h) holds then q = kmin(h) is defined and k 2 q. We prove that q 2 h-p + 2 by contradiction. Indeed, let us suppose that q<h-p+2.
Then p+q<h+l<h+gcd(p,q).
Since h<m and q = kmin(h), the string w0 . . . w,, _ i is both p and q periodic and so it is also gcd(p, q) periodic. Moreover, wh # wheq and gcd(p, q) divides q and so the string w,, ... w,, is not gcd(p, q) periodic and then MaxPP(gcd(p, q), h) holds. Since neither p divides q nor q divides p (otherwise w0 ... w,, would be q periodic) gcd(p, q) is strictly less than q and this contradict with the minimality of q. 1 So, in Fig. 4 , all the graph of MaxPP(k, h) lies in the strip bounded by the straight lines k = h -p + 2 and k = h. Moreover, by Lemma 3, all the small triangles indicated by B and all the regions indicated by C are equal and the partial regions B' and C' are equal to the corresponding parts of the regions B and C.
The structure of the function kmin(h) is similar to the structure of the relation MaxPP(k, h). Indeed, let i and j be such that j= i+p and 0 d i <j < m. If i 2 p -2 then kmin(i) is defined if and only if kmin(j) is, and in such a case kmin(j) = kmin(i) + p. Otherwise, due to the lack of the region B in the graph of the relation MaxPP(k, h) for 0 Q h <p -2, it can happen that kmin(j) is defined but kmin(i) is not and, even if kmin(i) defined still implies kmin(j) defined, the value of kmin(j) can be strictly less than kmin(i) + p. But how many kmin(i) are undefined? The question is not academic since such a difference represents a loss of information when, in Algorithm 4, we deduce Eqh(b + shift(i), next(i) -1)) from J%h(b, i -1) and fb + h, # wh,. The answer is in the following lemma. LEMMA 6. Let the string w0 . . . w, _, be p periodic and let i and j be such that p < i < j < m and let nhd( i, j), for 0 < i < j < m, be defined as the number of h such that i< h <j and kmin(h) is defined. Then the following inequalities hold: (a) nhd( i -p, i) Q nhd( j + p, j), where the equality holds whenever i>2p-2;
Proof
Without loss of generality we can suppose m > 2p. Indeed, the value of the relation MaxPP(k, h) depends only on the prefix wgf.. wh of the string and so if m < 2p then the value of nhd( j -p, j) does not change if we compute it on the string (wO . .. wp-,)2 instead of on the original string wO...w,-r.
the inequality nhd(i-p, i)<nhd(j-p, j) is equivalent to nhd(i -p, j-p) 6 nhd(i, j). Let now h be such that i 6 h < j. Then, by Lemma 3, if kmin(h -p) is defined kmin(h) is also defined, and this proves the inequality nhd(i -p, j-p) < nhd(i, j). Moreover, if kmin(h) is defined and i> 2p -2 then kmin(h) ap by Lemma 5 and so kmin(h -p) is defined by Lemma 3 and so nhd(i -p, j-p) = nhd(i, j); (b) by point a) it is enough to prove that nhd(p, 2p) < nhd(O, p) + (p -1)/2 and, since kmin(h -p) is defined whenever kmin(h) is defined and kmin(h) >p, then it suffices to prove that there are at most (p-1)/2 values of h such that p < h < 2p, kmin(h) is defined and kmin(h) <p. Indeed, let ki= kmin(h,) and kj= kmin(hi) be such that p< hi< hi< 2p. Then the inequality kia hi-kj+2 holds by Lemma 5.
So ki+kj>hi+2>p+2
and since ki#kj either ki>(p+2)/2 or ki> (p + 2)/2. So there is at most one point hi such that ki < (p+ 2)/2. Since there are no more than (p -1)/2 -1 different integers that are greater than (p + 2)/2 and less or equal to p -1 the inequality follows. 1
Now we have a sufficiently deep knowledge of the structure of the relation MaxPP(k, i) and of the function kmin(i) and so we come back to the evaluation of the worst case bound for the Algorithm 4.
Let ifirs$ and ilas$ be respectively the first and the last value of i in the jth step of the repeat statement, where ifirst, = 1 and ilirstj = next(ilastj_ r) for all j> 1. Then every step of the repeat statement shifts the pattern of Dj = shift(ilastj) places over the text after having done exactly ilastjilirstj + 1 character comparisons.
However when we start a new step, owing to the character comparisons done in the previous steps and the periodicities of the pattern, we already know that some character of the pattern matches the text in the new position.
Let neqj be the number of characters of the text that, in the jth step, we know to match the pattern due to the character comparisons done in the previous steps. Then, to make comparable the shift of the pattern with the computational effort needed to make it, we charge the jth step with a number of comparisons Cj equal to the number of character comparisons which are done during the step plus neq, comparisons done in the previous steps and minus neqj+ I comparisons which will be charged to the next step. So the total number of comparisons charged to the jth step is C, = neqj + ilastj -ifirst, + 1 -neq,j+ 1.
However, the last step does not have a next step. So the number of character comparisons charged to the last step is Cfi, = neqfin + ilast,, -ifirst,, + 1.
In the first step neq, = 0 while, to evaluate neqj for j> 1, we should consider separately the two cases where i < nd and i > nd at the end of the previous step. We say that the jth step is short when ilastj G nd and we indicate it by S,, otherwise we say that it is long and we indicate it by Lj.
Then, in case the previous step Lj-1 is long, we know that, when it terminates, the characters w1 + ,,, . . When the previous step Sj_ i is short we know that there are ilirstj-1 characters of the pattern that match the text in the new position. However, in step S,-, there can be some initial part of the pattern that we know to match the text due to some previous long step and the shift done in the step Sj-i can be shorter than such an initial segment. To deal with such a situation, let us define base, to be the length of the initial part of the pattern that we know to match the text due to some previous long step. (h,,,,,,) when the step Lj is long.
Let us say that a short step Sj is lazy when the shift it performs does not skip over at least a character fb+h of the text such that h 2 basei and kmin(h) is undefined and we say that S, is active when nhu(base,, shift(ilastj)) > 0. Note that the inequality nhu(O, shift(ilast,)) > 0 always holds, since kmin(0) is always undefined and so basei >O whenever S, is lazy.
To prove that the bound 1.5n+0.5(m -1) holds for the whole algorithm, we group each long step with the lazy short steps that follow it. In such a way the whole sequence of steps will be split into subsequences L,, sj+ 1, ."? S, with Sj, 1, . . . . S, lazy short steps and into single active short steps Sj. Moreover, since the number of comparisons Cfi, charged to the last step is computed in a different way, we deal with such a particular case separately and we do not group such a step even if it is lazy. Then the following lemma holds.
LEMMA I. Let Algorithm 4 be executed with a pattern of length m. Then:
(I) for all active short steps S, with j < fin the number C, of comparisons charged to each such step is always less than or equal to 1.5 times the shift Dj that it performs;
(II) for all subsequences L,, S,, , , . . . . S, with t < fin and S,, , , . . . . S, lazy short steps, the total number C, f C,, I + . . . + C, of comparisons charged to such steps is always less than or equal to 1.5 times the total shift Dj+D/+I + . . . + D, that they perform; (III) the number Cfi, of comparisons charged to the last step is always less than or equal to 2m -1.
Proof. (I) S, active and j < fin (see Fig. 5 ). In such a case basei+ I = 0 and so Cj = nhu(0, basei) + nhd (h,,,,, -kmin(hil,,,,) , hilast,) + 1. Since t <tin, all the steps of the sequence terminate with a mismatch. Then h. ,,ast, > base, in all the steps of the sequence. As a consequence hilast,, the last index tested in the long step L, cannot be one of the last nhu (O, basei) , -kmin(h,,,,,,) ) and base,,, = base, -kmin (&,,,,) for all i such that j+ 1 < i < t. Since hilast, 2 base, then, by Lemma 6(a), the inequality nhd(basei + 1, base,) < nhd (&,,t, -kmin(bast, h hilast,) holds for all i such that j+ 1 < i < t. If base, > kmin(hi,,,,,) then such inequality holds for i = t too. If base, < kmin(h,,,,,,) then base,, i = 0, nhd(base,+ i, base,) < nhd (O, kmin(&,,,,) ) and Putting together points I, II, and III of Lemma 7 we obtain the worst case bound on the number of character comparisons for the whole execution of Algorithm 4. and since (xi :'"-' D,+m) < n we conclude that C,,, < 1.5n+0.5(m-1). 1
CONCLUSIONS
We have designed a pattern matching algorithm which always works better than the classical KMP algorithm and, for some problems, is better than the BM algorithm too.
This result has been obtained by some improvement steps starting from a very naive pattern matching algorithm.
The strategy we used in all the steps was always the same. We first wrote down a formal correctness proof of the algorithm (also in cases where the correctness was straightforward). Then, we looked for the presence in the algorithm of some "true" null statement. If any such statement was found then an analysis of the information forgotten by this statement was performed. The result of this analysis was then used either to devise a way to avoid the computational effort required to synthesize the forgotten information or to devise a way to use that information to lower the subsequent computational effort needed to attain the final result. It was already know to us that the type of program statements we use to solve a programming problem may have a strong impact on the computational complexity of the program we obtain (e.g., recursive statements instead of iterative ones) (Colussi, 1984) .
However, we were far from suspecting that, as the examples we had given suggest, the main source of inefficiency of a program is related to the null statements. This seems to be very strange because the execution of a null statement does not require any computational effort at all. It seem to us that the bad effect of null statements on program efficiency is a phenomenon very similar to the bad effect of goto statements on program correctness. Indeed, also this latter effect seem to be very strange because the proof of the correctness of a goto statement does not require any deductive effort at all (what is true before the goto is also true after the jump 1.
We conclude with a list of open questions that will be matter for our future work: (c) The test cases reported in Table 1 for Algorithm 4 suggest that the upper bound for the average value of c/n for all pattern is 1 (or very close to 1). Can we determine exactly this upper bound?
(d) The analysis we have done in Section 5 to prove the worst case bound 1.5n + 0.5(m -1) gives some new results about combinatorial properties of strings and, in the attempt to find the upper bound of point (c), we have found some other nice combinatorial properties of strings. Since those results can be valuable independently from the present use it will be useful to organize them in a systematic way. 
